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Preface 
This is a part of the larger exploratory study 
of the status of reading at Prairie View State College 
and this part deals primarily with a selected group—. 
those who were enrolled in school the whole year. 
1 The other part of the study deals with sectioning 
of those groups that were not enrolled in school the 
i* 
entire year, that is they were enrolled in school the 
first or second semester. 
The entire group consisted of over 400 repre­
sentatives from over 125 different high schools 
throughout the state of Texas. There were several 
representatives from out of the state. 
Sarah Lee Hathaway, Sectioning Freshmen 
English Students on the Paula uf Scores 
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Chapter I 
Introduction: 
Origin of the Problem 
Purpose and Statement of Problem 
Scope 
Importance of Study-
Review of Literature 
A representative from Prairie View State College 
attended the Sixth Annual Conference on Reading held 
at the University of Chicago, July 12-16, 1943. The 
central theme of the conference was "Adjusting 
Reading Programs to art true Needs . 
"This theme was selected because the schools 
of America face unusually challenging reading problems 
today. Some of them are a direct result of the 
current emergency and call for new types of reading 
materials, rad.ical adjustments in reading programs 
and new emphasis in teaching. Other problems are the 
product of developments over a period of time. The 
aim of the various sessions of the conference was to 
provide an open forum for discussion and for clari­
fying thinking concerning basic issues relating to 
1 
reading." 
The suggestion of providing regional resources 
for teachers who wish to introduce programs intended 
Ppogram of the Sixth Annual Conference on 
Reading' For Teachers and "•Jchool'^fFfcers of TTTemen-
tary School's. High Schools, and Junior Colleges. 
July 12, 13, 14, 15, ancTT67T9A3 
2 
to Improve reading skills or efficiencies. When 
the representative returned to Fralrie Viet? College 
he formulated the report, "Some Suggestions Con­
cerning Development of Reading Programs in Teacher 
Training College for Negroes", in which he stated 
"It has been pointed out that *in some classes from 
20 to 25 percent of the students have been unable to 
read with understanding the material already assigned*1. 
Several colleges throughout the nation have made 
attempts to improve reading ability, and those who 
worked with students at Irairie View College feel that 
the status of reading is similar to that throughout the 
nation," 
Since there was no concrete evidence to sunnort 
this belief it %*jas suggested that an investigation 
of the status of reading at Prairie View State College 
be officially instituted, j rhe type of program likely 
needed, a plan for broad faculty participation, the 
possiblity of wider participation and the possibility 
1. s* Gray, heading in General Education . 
Social Change, and General due ation", p. 14 
~s 
3 
of wider influence were suggested. It was proposed 
that a reading council cooperate with the personnel 
department and English department and experiment 
with development of a reading clinic. It was recom­
mended that action be based upon Investigation and 
experimentation, and that attempts at development 
of a reading program proceed from the basic point of 
view that: 
1. Ample opportunity be provided for 
investigation and experimentation. 
2. Adoption of measures intended for 
Improvement be based upon tried 
experimental evidence of sound reasoning. 
Out of these suggestions the problem proposed 
in this study arose. 
4 
This study proposed to do two things: 
first, to make an analysis of reading ability 
of 1943-44 Prairie View Freshmen; and second, 
to compare the status of our freshmen with the 
standardization group and determine to what ex­
tent our group progressed in reading ability. 
The discussion of the status of reading will 
include only a statistical analysis of the reading 
and psychological test scores of 1943-44 Prairie 
View Freshmen, and an analysis of selected items 
from a locally devised reading interest inventory. 
The study proposes to be analytical thereby serving 
as a valuable source for teachers interested in 
improving reading skills and growth of Prairie View 
students. 
To Indicate the importance of this study it is 
necessary to state that "the schools of America 
face unusually challenging reading problems today" 
" J 1  
r.. „.n..?°6r?n ?f fy*nua3- Conference On 
Heading, July 12-16, 1943, i'he University Of Chicago 
and "in some clases from 20-25 per cent of the 
students have been unable to read with understand­
ing the material already assigned"2. Efficient 
reading is essential for advancement in Education, 
in many fields of occupation, and generally useful 
f*br success in deily life. 
2 
Gray, p. 14 
6 
"Reading could be one of the ©ost productive 
tools of modern living. :©asearoh Indicates that 
^this tool Is by no means making the contribution 
1/ 
that night be expected. Studies have shown that 
many students fall by the wayside because they do 
not have the reading skills necessary for meeting 
the particulat situations In which they are placed."^ 
Educational Institutions that want to develop 
remedial reading services but lack trained per-
sorvnel nay use as a source "Remedial Reading", 
Frances Crlind Triors,for in the Foreword he states, 
This book has been written largely to mee this need". 
v J* M. !4cGalllster, Director of Personnel Service 
in Herzl Junior College Chicago is well known for his 
research and writing in the field of remedial reading. 
Several colleges and organizations throughout the 
nation are doing much to improve reading ability. 
James Reese Stewart reported In the Journal of Higher 
7 
v 'ducatIon*- reported an experiment In rmedial reading 
that the University of Cincinnati conducted with 
freshmen# v. nnually a "Conference On Reading for 
Teachers and Johool Officers of Elementary Schools # 
High 3chools and Junior Colleges is held at the Uni­
versity of Chicago# 
* 
Certain psychological experiments in whiah the 
develpT^ent of skills in basic school subjects was the 
main objective and the application of these findings 
to general school conditions are reported for the 
benefit of classroom teachers of reading and students 
in teacher-training institutions in Remedial Tech-
2 nigues In Basic School Subjects, by Orace K# Feraald. 
There has been a rising interest In high school 
reading Problems and the Research Division of the 
National Education Association of the United States" 
1 
February 1944, p. 83, 85-116 
2 
* D£*,Fernald is associate Professor of Psychology 
at the University of California* Los Angeles and has a 
famous clinic for children with reading and arithmetic 
learning difficulties. 
8 
published the bulletin, Reading Instruction in 
Secondary Schools in ̂ iich reviews of reading pro­
grams in secondary schools and reports of classroom 
procedures and devices that bear the stamp of success­
ful practice appear. 
Since "our society and curriculums of educational 
* 
institutions make demands upon its members which can 
be successfully met only if the students have good read­
ing skills which can be developed, and if developed will 
insure successful training for their chosen work"*the 
literature of the field reviewed has cited sources to 
which individuals interested in improving reading ability 
raay refer. 
/illard IS. Givens, Foreword 
2 " -
Frances 0. Triggs, p. l 
Chapter II 
Statistical Analysis of [Entrance and Second Semester 
Tests for 324 Cases who took Both Semesters of English 
This Includes: 
Kedlan, mean and standard deviation for all 
test including the psychological. 
9 
The Iowa Silent Reading Test 1939 Hew Edition 
Form Am and the American Council on Education 
Psychological Examination 1943 College Edition were 
given to a group of 471 freshmen who entered Prairie 
View College In September 1943* A few weeks before 
the close of the first semester 1943-44 a locally-
devised reading interest inventory was given to all 
freshmen. Following this, about the middle of the 
second semester of the term 1943-44 the reading test1 
was given again to this same group of freshmen who 
were enrolled in English 113 and 123! However, the 
number tested decreased from 471 to 451* 
At the close of the seoond semester this New 
Edition Forra AM of the reading test was again ad­
ministered to the same group of freshmen. 
.-hen the "'Iowa Silent Reading Test" is re-
ln JS analysis it will be designated 
the « °Jdefuin Which it was administered: 
w iof^ to,the sr°uP the first time, Septem­
ber 1943will be referred to as the "initial test"* 
Of the second s^es^as ' 
sscond retest"! ° the tMrd ttae- ^ W. « the 
2 
frn-«r1r1o?+fliS? desi£n*tes the course in Grammar and Composition taught at Prairie View College the first 
sister! 123, the course taught the second 
The group analyzed in this study was composed 
of those 314 cases who took the initial reading test, 
second reading retest, psychological test and the 
reading interest inventory. The statistical analysis 
of this group included the computation of s group 
median, arithmetic mean and standard deviation for 
each of the four tests. 
Table I shows a total frequency distribution of 
the scores for each test taken by ILe 31/. eases. The 
table should be read as follows: on the initial read­
ing test the two highest scores fell in the interval 
100-109; the lowest score was between the interval 
30-39, and there was only one such eese. The majority 
of cases scored in the interval 60-69. 
On the Psychological Examination the highest 
score was between the interval 140-149; there was only 
one such case. This was an anomalous case for the next 
highest score attained was between the interval 100-109 
aij" was k2 noints below this highest score. The lowest 
score was between 0-9; 4 cases registered in this in­
terval. 

























100-109 2 1 5 
90-99 5 4 16 
6 0-eJ9 2d 7 56 
70-79 66 15 h 
60-69 125 22 r~ior i 0
 1 vO
 
76 28 39 
40-49 11 60 4 




Total 314 314 314 314 
•Though the scores for the second reading retest appear 
to be over 100 points higher than scores on the other 
tests such is not the case.. Scores on the second retest 
were interpreted in terms of the table of standard scores 
for the New Edition Form Am Revised of the reading test. 
For example: a raw score of 1 on the Am form of the test 
is equivalent to a standard score of 55> while on the New 
Edition Form Am Revised test a score of 1 is equivalent 
to a standard score of 121. 
On the first retest there was an increase of 
cases scoring between the interval 100-109; instead 
of two cases, as in the initial test, there were 
five. The highest score was between the interval 
110-119; the lowest score was between 40-49, instead 
of 30-39 as in the initial test. However, the greatest 
number of cases scored between 60-69 but there were 20 
less cases in the interval. 
The highest score on the first retest was 116; 
on the initial test the highest score was 108, on the 
second retest, 210, The highest possible socre that 
could be attained on the test was 220, 
Table II shows a group median for the Initial 
reading test, first reading ret est, second reading 
retest, points of gain on the first reading retest, 
and the psychological test median. For all tests 
the arithmetic mean and standard deviation are shown. 
The standard percentile, for the 13th and 9th grade, 
which corresponds to the median score set is shown for 
all tests except the psychological. 
Table II 
Median Score and Arithmetic Mean for 3 lit Cases 
Standard 
Percentile for 







Test 37 37 19 
Initial 
Reading 
Test 65 61 10 5 25 
£irst 
Reading 
Retest 71 67 11 11 k2 
Joints 
of gain 6 6 6 17 
Second 
Reading 
Ret est 163 158 6 17 55 
*6fdn« ss Median 
A»M. B Arithmetic mean 
S.D. r Standard deviation 
Table II should be read as follows: on the 
Initial reading test the 314 eases set a median of 
05, 5th standard percentile f o r  freshmen and the 25th 
standard percentile for the 9th grade; the arithmetic 
mean was 61 end the standard deviation, was 10. 
The table shows' th-<t the group median set ou the 
first reading retest ves 71, end the arithmetic mean 
was 67. Tv-is Indicates that the group median set on 
the first reading retest -was 6 points higher than that 
of the initial test* That is, only G9", instead of 95$ 
f-js in the initial test, cf the standard freshmen out­
ranked them in reading ability* The group median set 
in the sec ,-ud reading rot est was lc3* 16th standard per­
centile for freshmen* On the basis of the New Sditicn 
Fcra in Revised of the reeding test «?4$ of the stand­
ardizing res^nen outranked the group in reading ability. 
The 314 cases set a median of 163, 17th standard per­
centile for freshmen* The standard freshman median is 
131; this means that the 314 cases were 33 percentile 
points below the standard freshman median. The arithmetic 
mscffi fox 314 oaKes tested vfas 15S# 4 points bolot- the 
I 
group Median* 'The standard deviation for the group 
TO8 12* 
a the see end reading ret est wan K she 
group reused 6 percentile points higher thus when the 
"Irst ret cat sas. Kov;er«r* sy£> of the standard­
izing froohtei5 end 45'•' of the standard 9th grade out— 
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Table III shows an analysis of the nine sub-tests 
composing the reading test administered to 314 cases 
enrolled in English 123. The skills measured were 
rate, comprehension, directed reading, poetry compre­
hension, word meaning, sentence meaning, paragraph 
comprehension, and location of Information through use 
of an index and selection of key words. 
"Or each skill measured a median score was com­
puted and interpreted in terns of its equivalent 
standard percentile for freshmen and the 9th grade. 
These results and the range of scores, highest and 
lowest, for each skill are shown on the table. 
In the sub-test measuring rate the student was 
asked to read two diverse types of prose at a rate 
which f or him was best for clear comprehension. The 
first dealt with science content and the second with 
social studies material. The group median for this 
sub-test was 160, 34th standard percentile for freshmen. 
This means that they were 16 percentile points below the 
standard freshman median. The 34th standard percentile 
for our group is the 39th standard for the 9th grade 
18 
which ®<?ans that 6l< of the 9th grade have a 
hig er rate of reading capacity than the group here 
tested. The lowest standard score set on this sub­
test --as 199 which i« beneath the standard osreen­
tile for the 9th grade, for a standard score of 112 
is the first standard percentile for 9th grade. The 
highest "core set hy the standardization group was 
22?, 99th percentile; the highest score attained by 
the 314 oases was 211, 97th standard percentile for 
freshmen. 
Cn the sub-test measuring comprehension the 
median set was 163, ISth percentile for standard fresh­
men and 59th percentile for standard 9th grade. This 
means that 829- of the standardizing freshmen possess 
a higher level of comprehension on the subject matter 
tested than the 314 cases and 41$ of the standardizing 
9th grade have a higher level of comprehension . The 
lowest score set was 103 which is below the standard 
percentile rank for 9th grade; a standard score of 118 
is the first percentile for the standard 9th grade. 
19 
On the sub-test measuring comprehension a median 
score of 222 is the 99th standard percentile for 
freshman; the highest score attained by the 311, cases 
was 222 which is the sane as the highest score set by 
the standardisation group* 
Table III shows that on the sub-test ''Directed 
Reading" the group median set was 162, 25th standard 
percentile for freshmen and 56th standard percentile 
for the 9th grade. Then compared with the standardizing 
group the 314 cases are In the lower first quartile in 
ability to comprehend general and specific situations 
expressed In context material, for this was the skill 
measured by this sub-test. The highest score set by 
the standardization group was 219, 99th standard percen­
tile for freshmen; the highest score set by the 314 cases 
was .<.20, l point higher. The lowest score set by these 
cases was 121; a standard score of 121 has no correspond­
ing standard percentile for freshmen, but is the 2nd 
standard percentile for the 9th grade. 
The group median set on the sub-test "Poetry Com­
prehension was 153, 22nd standard percentile for fresh­
men and the 40th standard percentile for 9th grade. This 
3 
20 
means that 78< of the standardising freshmen and 
60'* of the standardizing 9th tirade outranked this 
group in poetry comprehension. The lowest standard 
score set on this sub-test was 115, 1st standard 
Percentile for 9th grade, 'here is no corresponding 
standard percentile for a score of 315 for freshmen. 
The highest score achieved by the standardization 
group was 212, 99th standard percentile for freshmen; 
the highest score set by the 314 oases was 206, 95th 
standard percentile for freshmen, 4 percentile points 
* «; 
below the standardizing group. 
On the sub—test "Word T'eanlng", the group aet a 
median of 164, 11th standard percentile for freshmen 
and the 61st standard percentile for 9th grade. This 
signifies that $9^ of the standardizing freshmen and 
3SK of the standardizing 9th grade outranked the 314 
cases tested in understanding of significant words in 
four high school subJects social science, science, 
mathematics, and English, The lowest score set on 
this sub-test was 111 which has no corresponding stand­
ard percentile for freshmen or 9th grade. However, a 
standard, score of 113# 2 points higher, is the 1st 
standard percentile for the 9th grade and a score of 
137# 26 points higher, is the standard 1st percentile 
for freshmen, The highest score set by the standard­
izing group on this sub-test was 227, 99th standard 
percentile for freshmen; the highest score set by the 
314 oases was 221, 97th standard percentile for fresh­
men, This score is 2 percentile points lo^er that the 
highest score set by the standardizing group. 
On the sub-test ''Sentence Meaning** the 314 cases 
set a median of 160, 7th standard percentile for fresh­
men and 50th standard percentile for the 9th grade* This 
lndloates that 50' of the standardizing 9th grade under­
stood the meaning of sentences as a whole equally as well 
as the oases tested, and 93* of the standardizing fresh­
men understood them better. The lowest standard score 
was 120 which, according to the table of standard norms 
for Hew Edition Form Am Revised of the reading test, has 
no corresponding standard percentile rank for freshmen, 
A standard score of 121, 1 point higher, is the 2nd 
standard percentile for the 9th grade. The highest score 
for this sub-test, set by the standardizing group was 226 
23 
ardlzing group# 
The sub-test , "Location of Information" measures 
skill in locating information through use of index and 
selection of key words. The median set by the 31/; 
oases on the "Use of Index ' was 16'/, 30th standard per­
centile for freshmen and the 6Sth standard percentile 
for the 9th grade. This indicates that 70£ of the 
standardising freshmen and 32 of the standardizing 9th 
grade outranked this group in use of index. The lowest 
score set on this sub—test was 111, which has no corre­
sponding standard percentile for freshmen or 9th grade. 
A standard score of 119, 8 points higher, is the 1st 
standard percentile for the 9th arade. The higl est 
score set by the standardizing group wa3 213, Q9th stand­
ard percentile for freshmen; the highest score set by the 
314 cases was also 213. 
Table III shows that on the sub-test Selection of 
hey ords ' the group median was 162, 20th standard per­
cent! ie for freshmen, and 49th standard percentile for 
9th grade. Hence &&£ of the standardizing freshmen and 
51 • of the standardising 9th grade outranked this group 
in locating information through use of key words. 
The highest score set toy the standardizing group was 
222, 99th standard percentile for freshmen; the highest 
score set toy this group was 204, 93rd standard percen­
tile, 6 percentile roints lower than the standardizing 
group. 
Chapter III 
Comparison oi Grades Actually Awarded with Those 
which Might Have Been Awarded on Basis of Standard 
Deviation 
25 
It has been pointed out that standard deviation 
may be used as a basis for assigning class marks at 
the end of the semester. Standard deviation offers 
the basis for an objective plan for turning scores 
1 
on objective testa into class narks. A standard de­
viation for this group of 314 cases was computed and 
a criteria for awarding semester grades on this basis 
was set up. 
Table TV shows whht grades would have be^n 
assigned to the indicated scores within the limits 
specified, and the number of cases that would have 
received these grades if standard deviation had been 
used as a criteria for awarding grades. It also shows 
the actual number of cases that were awarded the grades^ 
A, B, etc., and the difference between the number that 
would have received the grade on the basis of standard 
devi .tion and those who actually received the grade. 
s 
Ju j 
H. - • Green, lorgensen, Cerberlch, Yeasurer-ent \J 
and jvaluation in Secondary School. Longmans, Green 
and Company, Bew YorF, 1943, p. 585 
27-
Table IV 
Score Limits for Awarding Grades on the Basis 
of Standard Deviation 
r 'i Tfto. Of "No. of "Points 
« * "Cases "Cases » of 
* * 13th "That Might "That re­ "Difference 
» * Standard "Have Re- ceived » 
"Score * Grade "ceived "Grade » 
Grade 'Limits "Percentile "Grade i i 
•176 & '* " t T 
A "Above i 
ON 
















' 95 * 19 T 
D "145-154 
* 
• 2-7 • 51 
T 
" 105 " 54 
ml I i » r V 
1 1 ' 
F 1 Below " 2- • 48 * 81 f 3? 
Standard Deviation 15 
Arithmetic Mean 158 
Table IV should be read as follows: on the basis 
of standard deviation a median score of 176 and above 
would have yielded a grade of WA"} a score of 176 is the 
39th standard percentile for freshmen. On the basis of 
standard deviation ,57 cases would hare received "A", but 
7 actually received nA". This was a difference of 50 
cases. 
—28— 
The table shows that there was wide discrepancy 
between the grades that might have been awarded and 
those that were awarded. If standard deviation had been 
used the mortality would have been lower, 33 less cases 
would have failed, and 54 less cases would have received 
"D". 
Table V 
Median Score and Corresponding Standard Grade Percentile 
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* 137 159 i 168 124 Highest 
Score 187 ! 186 
t 
t 1% 194 
» 
t 210 210 
*0nly 308 class marks were included in this computation 
those 6 cases receiving marks of W, I and Del were omittecT 
from the calculation, 
from th 
Chapter U 
Comparison of Grades Actually Awarded with Standard 
Freshman and 9th Grade norms 
Significance or Implications 
29 
Table V shows the number of cases that received 
each grade and the correspond ins 13th and 9th rrade 
standard percentile for the semester class marks 
awarded the 314 ease®* The table should be read as 
follows: SI oases received a grade of 'Tn and set a 
median of 150, 4th standard percentile for fr«ah en and 
the 22nd standard percentile for the oth grade. The 
range of scores for this group was 124-187* 
In most oases the median set by the 314 e ses was 
at least 7 percentile points higher than the minimum 
score limits for class marks based on stendrrd deviation. 
In no case was the median set by a group awarded a mark 
of WA% etc,, lower than the score limits based on 
standard deviation. 
The class marks actually received were compared with 
standard freshman and 9th grade norms, and it was revealed 
that the fl case© that failed ranked, in the 4th standard 
percentile for freshmen, and 22nd standard nercentile for 
the 9th grade. This indicates that 96- of the standardis­
ing freshmen and 7S< of the standardizing 9th grade out-
30 
ranked than In reading ability. 
Cur below average group, those oases that received 
a grade of ranked In the 12th standard percentile 
for freshmen and the 47th standard percentile for the 9th 
grade. This means that BS$ ol* the standardising freshmen 
and 53 of the standardising 9th grade outranked this 
group in reading ability. 
Cur average group, those that received a grade of 
C" ranked in the I6t.ii standard percentile for freshmen, 
and the 55th standard percentile for the 9th grade. This 
indicates that Bi$ of the standardizing fr< shuen and 45̂ > 
of the standardizing 9th grade outranked the average group 
in reading ability, 
Our above average group, those that received rtB% 
ranked in the ?Bth «wand«#»d percentile for freshmen, and 
the 75th standard percentile for the 9th grade. This in­
dicates that 72< of the standardizing freshmen and 25T of 
the standardizing 9th grade outranked our above average 
group in reading ability, 
The superior group, those that received "A" ranked 
in the 96th standard percentile for freshmen and there is 
no corresponding standard percentile for 9th grade. Only 
lv<i of the standardizing freshmen outranked this 
superior group in reading ability. 
Chapter V 
Description of First and Second Semester Course 
Content and Method 
32 
In the past English offered on the freshman 
level has been divided into two semesters of work 
both emphasising written composition. The work of 
the first semester was designed to give some review 
of fundamentals of English usage such as: 
(a) Recognition of parts of speech 
(b) Recognition of the sentence, 
labeling its parts .words, phrases, 
clauses, — and showing relationship 
of parts, form, connecting words, 
and position. 
(c) Correct use of English idioms. 
d) Facility in punctuation. 
e) Facility in note taking, and making 
outlines and reports. 
The second semester English course continued 
this practice of writing but aimed to Place emphasis 
upon development of reeding skills. Consequently 
during the second semester a textbocfc containing the 
following reading selections was introduced. 
.7 effarson: For a Natural Democracy 
Calhoun s Address on Slavery 
Madison: The Federalist 
Sumner: On the Case of a Certain Man 
Parrlnrton: Thoreau 
Jefferson: Declaration of Independence 
Lincoln: Second Inaugural Address 
Hoover: The Future 
Roosevelt: The Annual Message to Congress, *37 
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The students were instructed to read the 
selections in an attempt to develop comprehension. 
Along with the selections chosen from the text-
hook there was considerable reading in current 
periodical literature. As a group the students sub­
scribed the following publications: fTewr.week. Negro 
Digest, deader*s Digest and Crisis. Since the 
reading aspect of the course was considered ex­
ploratory all teachers in the department were given 
freed or. to follow whatever they considered appro­
priate. 
Concerning method emphasis was placed on note 
taking while one reads. For example students were 
expected to take notes on 1x5 cards on each of 
assigned selections from the textbook and periodical 
literature. Seas© notion of the course method and use 
of this material ray be seen in the final examination 
question, used by some of the teachers, which was as 
follows: 
Develop a discussion of the subject: 
Changing Concepts of American Democracy 
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Length: Not less than 500 words. Use your note 
file freely. 
Cite accurately references used. 
Hake no reference to the Negro. 
Suggested Outline: 
I. Distinguish Democracy from other forms of 
government. (For example: Faoism, Socialism.) 
II. Early Concept 
III. Later Concept (For example, Calhoun, Lincoln) 
IT. Contemporary Conoepts (For example, Hoover, 
Roosevelt and others) 
PART II: 
Using only material that you cite from Current 
PeriolxoaIs develop a discussion of not less than 
500 words on the following subject: 
AMERICAN DEMOCRACY AMD THE NEGRO TODAY 
In this discussion try to show: 
( a )  H i s t o r i c a l  b a c k g r o u n d  o r  w h a t  w a s  t h e  e a r l y  
position of the Negro in American Democracy. 
( b )  T h e  e x t e n t  t o  w h i c h  t h e  N e g r o  s h a r e s  I n  
-imerican Democracy 
• <o) syrens?whloh Afflerioan 
( d )  W h a t  t h e  f u t u r e  m a y  hold 
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The suggested outline for discussion might be 
considered from the following points of view: 
(a) Political (b) Social (o) Economic 
(d )  Mora l  o r  Re l ig ious  
The drawing up of a major paper commonly called 
investigated paper formed an important part of the 
course. The final examination included a summary 
review of the investigated report (essay part). The 
objective part of the examination consisted of the 
Iov?a Silent Reading Test New Edition Revised Form AM. 
Chapter Vi 
Statistical Analysis of First and Second Semester 
Honor Roll Students* Test Scores 
« 
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The first and second seta est er honor rolls 
were analyzed in order to determine the extent to 
which the scores on the final reading test indicated 
high ranking ability, and to what extent they were 
composed of cases that took all four tests. The 
honor rolls were composed of 21 such cases. Two of 
these cases received a grade of "A" in English both 
semesters. Of the 314 cases, one of these 21 achieved 
uhe highest score on all iour test, and the ether 
attained tne next highest score on all reading tests 
and was 3 points below the next highest psychological 
test score. 
j.able 71 show3 a distribution of the scores of the 
21 honor roll cases that took the psychological and initial 
reading tests, and also of the 20 cases that took the 
second retest. The table should be read as follows; On 
the psychological test the highest score was between the 
interval HO-149, and the lowest score was between 30-39; 
on uhe initial reading test the highest score was between 
loo-109, the lowest was between 50-59; on the second re-
test the highest score was between 210-219# "the 
lowest was between 160-169. 
Table YI 
D1 st r 1 but Ion of Test Scores of Honor Roll Oases 
Psycho­
logical 


























Total ' ?1 21 20* 
readl^retest'.' th<#onor ro11 took the second 
3S 
Table VII shows the total number of cases 
enrolled In English who were on the honor roll both 
semesters of the term 19Ul-hU, the grades received 
in hnglish, the median score, standard percentile for 
fr-jshtien, and the highest and lowest scores set by the 
group. The table should be read as follows: on the 
j Irst semester honor roll 2 cases received a grade of "A", 
and on the Initial reading test set a median of 105 which 
Is the f?5th standard percentile for freshmen; the scores 
of this group ranged from 104-1 Of?. The 16 cases set a 
median Ox 81, 30th standard percentile for frc -hmenj the 
scores of these cases ranged from 65-108. The median set 
on the psychological test was 65. 
-•a,X of the cases on the second semester honor roll 
received a grade of »A*# and set a median of 205 on the 
second reading ret est; a median score of 205 Is the 99th 
standard percentile for freshmen. The scores of this 
group ranged from 184-210. The 16 cases set a median of 
184, 57th standard perosntlle for freshmen; these eases 
outrank 50°t of the standardising .-roup by 7 points. The 
scores for the group ranged from 166-210. 
Of the 16 first sweater honor roll eases the 
12 that received "B" were 27 percentile points below 
the 2 that received nCn» The group that received WBW 
ranked at the 13th standard percentile for freshmen 
while the group that received **0" ranked at the 40th 
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An analysis, which included, computation of a 
median Toy each test* was made of the 13 cases that 
were on the honor roll and enrolled in English both 
eeriestera* Table TTTI sfcovs V is analysis and should 
be read as followst on he Initial reeding test the 
11 cases set a median c? 83# 35th standard percentile 
for fra3-..;en{ on the second ret est the median vts 186, 
62nd .-standard percentile for freshmen. This indicates 
that this group 53 12 percent.il© noir.ts above the 
stand - rd fre«l»i«j* nedlen and is an increase of 17 per­
centile joints over the first semester median. 
Table Till 
Median score and 13th standard 'Srade Percentile for 
Genes on Honor Roll Doth Semesters 
Initial 1 3th 2nd Heading 13th Standard 
Ho. of 
Heading Standard Hetest tirade 
'Pest Ore.do 1 edian Pore futile 
Oases T*edlan Percentile 
11 „«1... . 15 286 62 
Psychological Test Median 61 
Chapter VII 
Special Study of Experimental Sections and 
Accelerated Section 
Freshneu who enrolled in Tvuglish were sectioned 
on the basis of score attained on the initial reading 
teat and psychological test* Sections were designated 
as 'Accelerated*, and ^snerimental". An analysis was 
mad© of the following sections: Accelerated, Good 
Average (experimental section A), Good average {ex­
perimental action B), and Average (expert rental sec­
tion C), The analysis was made to determine to what 
extent the sections maintained their high ranking 
• 
ability* 
Table IX shows this analysis and should be read 
as follows: on the initial reading test the accelerated 
* 
group set a median of f?2, 32nd standard percentile for 
n freshmen, and 2g percentile points higher than the 
local group is eaten* On the second reading retest the 
group median was 18&, 5?th standard percentile for 
freshmen? this is a gain of 25 percentile points over 
the initial reading test median and ie ? percentile 
points higher then the standard freshman median* The 
scores for this group ranged from 160-2.0S, 
At the beginning of the first semester the accel-
k 3 
erated group median was 2f? percentile points above 
the group median for the 451 cases; the median for 
experimental section "Cn was 3 percentile points 
below the median for these cases. The median for 
experimental section A* and rtB" (Good Average) ranged 
frcsn 1-5 percentile points higher than the median for 
the 451 cases* 
At the close of the second semester the standard 
percentile rank for the three experimental sections, 
A, B, and C, was almost indentioal; experimental sec­
tion "A" and "C" ranked in the 23rd standard percen­
tile for fre3hmen, and experimental section rB" fell 
at the 22nd standard percentile for freshmen. The 
four groups showed a stands a percentile gain of from 
14—25 points in the second semester. 
Comments concerning the status of these groups, 
4 as a result of the oests, and suggestions for providing 
opportunity for maximum development of each section 
were presented to the various teachers. 
u 
Table IX 




















tile 32 9 3 1 4 
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Range • 160-208 150-210 •130-193 
1A0-195 « 120-210 
•Section T s Accezeraucu. H _ 
—Section B, and C = Experimental Seotions 
erated Section 
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Those student a that scored between th® 25th 
and 85th percentile on the reading test wm grouped 
in the same English classes which wore designated as 
average sections| those that scored above the 85th 
percentile composed the accelerated section. 
**It ma attempted to arrange the course schedule 
J. or this group so that the combination orientation 
and English followed each other as regarded class 
hour. If a student was registered for English at 
10 0*clock he was registered for English at 11 O'clock 
so that he stayed with the same group in the same room 
and preferable with the same teacher through both con­
secutive periods. The work of the first hour was to 
be the content material for orientation; the following 
hour was to serve as the laboratory period during which 
the assigned content for orientation became the mater­
ials for (exercise) work on developing communication 
skills, reading, writing, speaking and listening. By 
this arrangement all freshmen were reached as they all 
took English and orientation. 
DerJh •~Tfto£sjt 
doiie&es for TregrocS*"^— 
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An attempt was made to follow those suggestions 
and at the close of the second semester the teachers 
of these sections were interviewed and they made the 
following comments. There should be more conferences 
to inquire of the progress of students in these sec­
tions. Such arrangement of schedules is more conven­
ient for the teacher as counselor because it gives him 
an opportunity to know the student more intimately and 
thereby better diagnose and direct his learning growth 
or development. 
Aft a special technique more individual instruc­
tion was suggested. The modification suggested was 
that the pupils should be suited to the teacher, that 
is the teacher selected for these sections should have 
a sympathetic understanding of the pupil and the pro­
ject. The mortality of these sections was low. In 
conclusion it was suggestion, that the teachers of these 
sections should plan together and in advanoe the pro­
cedures for the courses. The course outline should be 
adapted to the special sections. A reading clinic should 
be instituted. 
Chapter VIII 
Statistical Analysis of Test Scores of Students 
rho Failed In Four Subjects 
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The psychological and reading test scores of 
the freshmen who failed in four subjects were 
analyzed to determine to what ertent their reading 
test scores supported the fact that they were a 
failure group. Table X shows this analysis and should 
be read as follows: on the initial reading test the 
four failure group set a median of 65, 4th standard 
percentile for freshmen; this means that 96^ of the 
standardizing group outranked them in reading ability. 
Hovrever, they ranked in the same percentile with the 
451 local eases tested. 
On the second reading retest the median set by 
the four failure group was 163, 16th standard percentile 
for freshmen. This group showed a gain of 12 percen­
tile points on the second reading retest, and is 3 per­
centile points higher than the local group median. 
Perhaps their greatest handicap to study was lack of 
ability to read at a level essential for college freshmen. 
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Table X 
Median Scores and 13th Standard Grade Percentile for 






Standard j lng Betest 








Group M. 1*1 16 
Entire Group 
(451 Oases) 6U 161 21 
Table XI shows the distribution of the test scores 
of the four failure group and should be read as foilers: 
on the Initial reading test the highest score was be-
tween the interval 70-79# and the lowest vas between 50-59# 
Cn the psychological test the highest score was between the 
interval 70-79# and the lowest, 0-9* On the second reading 
retest the highest score was between the interval 170-179? 
and the lowest score was between 140-149* Only 10 of the 
failure cases took the second reading retest. 
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Tafcle 72. 
Distribution of 'coros tor the Four allure, -roup 
• Initial Jeyehole -1- 2nd heading 
Reading 
Test 
oal Teat Heteat 



















Total 17 12 10 
Chapter IX 




Analysis of Selected Items from Interest Inventory 












Course requiring most 
reading* English * 256 42 
• ' 
•Historv *30 
Course most difficult: Mathe- 1 
matics * 188 34 
•Chem- 1 
'Istry *25 







Hegro magazine known: Fegro * 
Digest * 629 45 
'Crisis 1 
* *24 
course liked least: Mathe- % 
matics *159 31 
'History * 
•2 5  
^Percentages were not computed in instances where 
only one case checked an item as being read first, or 
second. 
Table XII shows the percentage distribution, 
according to first and second choice, of responses to 
selected items from the locally devised reading in­
terest inventory administered in September 1943* The 
inventory determined to some extent the trend of read­
ing interest among 1943-44 fresh -en at Prairie View 
College. 
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The Iteaas selected were: "Throughout your 
whole school career, In general: what courses have 
teen most difficult, required most reading, and 
what courses have you liked best, least?" Table XII 
should be read as follows: of the 256 cases stating 
what course required the most reading 42$ named Eng­
lish as first choice, and 30^, history as second choice. 
This analysis Indicates that primarily throughout the 
whole school career English has required the most read­
ing, and has been the course liked best; mathematics 
has been the most difficult and least liked. 
In order to determine what the 1943-44 freshmen 
were reading the following Items were selected from the 
inventory (1) "What newspaper do yon read regularly?", 
(?) "What are the names of some Negro magazines you 
know " Table HI shows that the Houston Informer is the 
most widely read newspaper; the Pittsburg Courier, second, 
and the Houston Chronicle, third* The most widely known 
hegro magazine is the Negro Digests the Crisis is second, 
and Opportunity^ third* 
Table XIII 
Percentage Distribution for Parts of Newspaper 
Read First. Second, and Third 
No, of 
Cases 429 413 383 
Choice 




News 67$ 16$ 6$ 
Comics 17 $ 25$ 31$ 
Sports 4$ 15$ 15$ 
Sooial 1$ 4$ 
$31-
torial 2$ 11$ 9$ 
Adver­
tisements 4$ 4$ 
^Percentages were not computed in instances where 
only one case seheeked an Item as being read first, 
second or third. 
There has been much controversy as to what part 
of the newspaper the Prairie View Freshmen read first 
Table XIII shows this and should be read as follows: 
of the 429 cases stating the part of the newspaper 
they read first 67$ stated headlines, front page news 
and war news; 17$ stated comics, 4$, sports, 2# edi-
53 
torlals, and social news. The table shows 
that our group reads the headlines, front page news, 
and war news first, and comlos second and third* 
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Sxtms&ry 
This study has indicated that: 
1. The status of reading ability among 1943-44 Prairie 
View Freshmen is extreemly low when compared with the 
standardization group. 
2. Their weakest point, as shown by the analysis of 
the sub-frosts, is ability to comprehend the meaning 
of sentences. 
3. There is a wide discrepancy between the grades that 
might have been awarded on the basis of standardization 
and those that were aotually awarded at the olose of 
the semester. 
4* The superior group, those who received a grade of "A* 
were outranked in reading ability by 4£ of the standard­
izing group. 
5# The group that composed both semester honor rolls 
v/as 7 percentile points above the standard freshman 
median. 
6. The group that failed in four subjects maintained 
the same percentile rank as the 451 local cases tested. 
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7# The 1943-44 Prairie View Fresh*»et* stated 
that throughout their sohool career, in 
general, English was the course that required 
the most reading and the course liked best; 
mathematics was the most difficult, and the 
least liked* The Houston Infomer was the 
most widely read newspaper, and the Kegro Digest 
was the r est widely known Negro magazine. The 
headlines, front page and mr news were the parts 
of the newspaper read first, and the oomics were 
read second and third* s 
8* The experimental {good average and average) sec­
tions and the accelerated section maintained 
their status and were from 5-14 points above the 




This exploratory study has led the writer 
to sake the following proposals: 
1# That there should he corrective and 
developmental training in those skills 
measured hy the reading test. 
2. That there should he periodic testing 
to determine the status of reading 
ability among students. 
3# That ability sectioning should be 
continued and that class work in these 
sections be definitely correlated with 
the sciences. 
4* That teachers should be constantly kept 
aware of the aims of this reeding program 
and be kept abreast with the basic issues 
relating to reading. 
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